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Abstract
A series of single InGaN/GaN quantum wells (QWs) with a Si-doped InGaN underlayer were
studied to investigate the impact of the underlayer on photoluminescence efficiency and
recombination dynamics. The thickness of the GaN capping layer was varied between samples,
which changed the electric field across the QW due to band bending near the surface. When
directly exciting the wells, thermionic emission of carriers results in a rapid drop in the
photoluminesence efficiency with increasing temperature such that no emission is observed
above 100 K. However, exciting above the energy of the barriers caused the intensity of the QW
emission to drop more slowly, with up to 12% of the 10 K emission intensity remaining at
300 K. This difference is attributed to hole transfer from the underlayer into the QW, which
increases in efficiency at higher temperatures, and is enhanced by stronger electric fields present
in the GaN barriers of samples with thinner GaN capping layers. Further, the sample with the
narrowest cap layer of 2 nm has a different shape and characteristic time for its
photoluminescence decay transient and a different emission energy temperature dependence
than the other samples. This behaviour was ascribed to a change in carrier localisation for this
sample due to a reversal of the net field across the well compared to the other samples.
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1. Introduction

The active regions of commercial white-light LEDs consist of
a series of blue-emitting InGaN/GaN quantum wells (QWs).
White light is achieved by means of a phosphor which absorbs
a proportion of the blue light and emits yellow light. It has been
shown that strong internal electric fields play an important role
in the optical properties of these QWs [1–3]. The fields origin-
ate from the spontaneous and piezoelectric polarisation of the
GaN crystal which, in conjunction with the strain in the QW,
result in electric fields of the order of a few MV cm−1 [4].
These fields are sufficient to overcome the Coulomb attraction
between holes and electrons in the QWs, tending to push them
to opposite QW interfaces and thereby reducing the wavefunc-
tion overlap of the carriers and so also reducing the radiat-
ive recombination rate [5]. At elevated temperatures, when
non-radiative recombination becomes competitive, this results
in a reduction in the internal quantum efficiency (IQE). To
achieve green emission, a higher indium content is required
in the QW, which increases the strain and thus the electric
field strength, thereby reducing the IQE further. This effect
is believed to be an important contributor to the reduction in
efficiency of longer wavelength emitting InGaN/GaN QWs,
which is known as the ‘green gap’ [5, 6].

Another important phenomenon in InGaN/GaN QWs is the
localisation of carriers by inhomogeneities in the QW. Atom-
istic calculations have shown that electrons and holes are inde-
pendently localised byQWwidth fluctuations and indium con-
tent fluctuations, respectively [7]. Furthermore, the hole local-
isation energies in these states can be larger than the thermal
energy at room temperature [3]. The high IQE of blue-emitting
QWs (up to 95%) is believed to be a consequence of this loc-
alisation, reducing the diffusion of carriers to non-radiative
recombination sites [7, 8]. The carrier localisation typically
results in a characteristic ‘s-shape’ temperature dependence
of the peak emission energy in photoluminescence (PL) spec-
tra [9], an extended PL decay time and non-exponential PL
decay shape [7, 10].

Underlayers (ULs) are regions of unintentionally- or Si-
doped (In)GaN that are typically 10–20 nm in thickness and
positioned a few nm below the QWs. ULs are of interest
because their incorporation into device structures has been
found to improve the IQE of QWs [11, 12]. Initial work on
doped ULs found that they increase the radiative recombina-
tion rate by reducing the net electric field across the QWs [11,
12]. This is a consequence of the band bending near the sample
surface due to the pinning of the Fermi level by the doping of
the UL and at the sample surface; the electric field resulting
from this band bending counteracts the polarisation field such
that the net field across the QW is reduced or even reversed,
with the strength of the field due to the UL depending on its
distance from the surface [4]. Other studies have shown that
the UL reduces the non-radiative recombination rate in the
QW at room temperature [13]. This has been attributed to the
trapping of point defects in the UL, which thereby reduces the
point defect density in the QWs [14]. Thus QWs can benefit
from both the enhancement of the radiative recombination rate
and the suppression of the non-radiative rate due to the UL.

Previous work has reported that the low temperature PL
peak width is reduced for samples where the net field across
the QW has been significantly reduced by the inclusion of an
UL [15]. This behaviour was found to be consistent with an
atomistic model that predicted that the electrons in samples
with reduced net fields would be exposed to a different loc-
alisation landscape to the one experienced by electrons in
samples without ULs. These different localisation landscapes
correspond to a different range of recombination energies and
hence PL peak widths. The model also found that whilst the
average electric field across a QW could be zero, local fluc-
tuations of the indium content resulted in variation in strain
and therefore piezoelectric polarisation such that the net elec-
tric field was locally non-zero and, moreover, these local fields
could have a similar magnitude to those in QWs without ULs.
It is therefore expected that the recombination mechanism in
QWswith ULs will differ not only from that occurring in polar
QWs without ULs but also from that found in conventional
non-polar QWs, such as those grown in the m-plane, even if
the net field is approximately zero on average. It is important to
understand these differences as they may have consequences
for the IQE of QWs grown with a UL, along with QWs grown
using other techniques to cancel out the fields. Similar struc-
tures to ULs have also been investigated as electron reservoir
layers, designed to feed additional electrons into multi-QW
(MQW) structures [16].

To investigate the effects of ULs further, we characterise in
detail the optical properties of a series of single InGaN/GaN
QWs grown with a Si:InGaN UL; each sample varies only
in the thickness of its cap layer, which determines the field
strength across the QW. We use temperature dependent PL to
compare the IQE of the QWs when excited directly and indir-
ectly, and this is combined with PL-excitation (PLE) spectro-
scopy to understand the process of carrier capture into the QW.
Time-resolved PL measurements are also used to investigate
the effect of the UL on the recombination dynamics.

2. Experimental methods

A series of four single QW structures were grown on 2 µm-
thick GaN/sapphire templates using metalorganic chemical
vapour deposition. On these templates a 24 nm-thick and
2 × 1019 cm−3 Si-doped InGaN UL with 5.9% InN-content,
as well as a 3.5 nm-thick undoped GaN barrier were deposited
prior to the growth of the single QWs. Previous work [11, 15]
has shown that ULs with this In content do not significantly
absorb the QW emission. The QWs are 2.7 nm thick, with an
indium content of 18%; further details of the sample growth
are provided elsewhere [15]. The samples were designed to
have an electric field strength close to zero across the QW. This
was achieved by varying the thickness of the GaN cap layer to
alter the surface band bending due to the Fermi level pinning
at the UL. Cap thicknesses of 2, 3, 4 and 5 nm were used,
which were calculated to produce electric fields in the QW
of 0.122, 0.0374, −0.158 and −0.357 MV cm−1 respectively,
using the ‘nextnano3’ device simulator [15]; these values are
about an order of magnitude lower than for QWs without an
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UL [4]. Thus, the 3 nm cap sample is expected to have a close
to zero average field, and the 2 nm cap sample a reversed field.
Since the ULs are the same between all samples, any gettering
of point defects observed in previous studies will also be the
same in each sample [14].

Temperature dependent PL was performed by mounting
them on the cold finger of a close-cycled He cryostat, enabling
sample temperatures between 10 and 300 K to be achieved.
Excitation was carried out using either a 325 nm continuous-
wave HeCd laser, to achieve excitation above the GaN barri-
ers, or a 405 nm laser diode, to excite the QWs directly. These
lasers were focused onto the samples to achieve approximate
incident power densities of 10 and 200 W cm−2, respectively,
with the 325 nm light absorbed by the GaN, UL and QW and
the 405 nm light absorbed just by the QW. The emission was
focused onto the slit of a 0.85 m double grating spectrometer
and detected using a GaAs photomultiplier tube with lock-in
amplification. The sample was orientated at Brewster’s angle
which, when combined with a polariser, reduces the visibility
of Fabry–Pérot interference on the spectrum [17]. PLE spec-
troscopy was performed at 10 K using a Xe lamp coupled to
a monochromator to create a variable wavelength excitation
source with a power density of 0.4 mW cm−2.

Time-resolved PL was carried out with a 100 fs pulsed
Ti:sapphire laser, which was either frequency doubled to
400 nm or tripled to 266 nm. The emitted photons were meas-
ured using a micro-channel plate with a 1/e time resolution
of 70 ps, and time decays were produced using single photon
counting techniques.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the simulated conduction (CB) and valence
band (VB) profiles for the 3 nm-capped QW sample, with and
without an UL. With the UL present, the electric field across
the QW is close to zero and the CB and VB in the QW (shaded
grey) are approximately flat. The band edge profiles for the
samples with other cap-thicknesses are shown in the supple-
mentary material (S.M.) (available online at stacks.iop.org/
JPD/54/475104/mmedia).

The temperature dependence of the PL spectrum of the
2 nm-capped QW is shown in figure 2. In this measurement,
the excitation was above the bandgap of the GaN, and so, in
addition to direct photon-absorption in the QW, electrons and
holes are produced by photon-absorption in the GaN, and sub-
sequently captured into the QW and the UL. In the low temper-
ature spectra, the recombination of carriers in the UL results
in an emission peak close to 3.19 eV and recombination in the
QW results in a peak close to 2.76 eV; the peak at an energy
91 meV lower than the QW emission is the LO-phonon rep-
lica of the QW peak [17]. These results are consistent with
those previously reported [15], and are similar for all the UL
samples.

Figure 3 shows the temperature-dependence of the
spectrally-integrated emission due to direct excitation of the
QW for the 2 nm-capped sample, and of the 5 nm-capped
sample for comparison. In both cases, the intensity of the QW

Figure 1. The simulated CB and VB profiles for the 3 nm-capped
QW sample with and without the UL. The blue and grey shaded
areas indicate the UL and QW regions, respectively. The zero of
depth is taken as the upper surface of the QW, and energies are
defined relative to the Fermi level.

Figure 2. Temperature dependent PL spectra for the 2 nm-capped
QW sample with excitation above the bandgap of the GaN. This
spectrum shows emission from both the QW and the UL. The
spectra are slightly modulated by Fabry–Perót interference
fringes [17].

emission drops off rapidly above 10 K, and no emission can
be detected above 120 K. This behaviour is typical for single
QWs, where the holes escape the QW at elevated temperatures
via thermionic emission (TE) [18]. When the QWs are directly
excited in this way, no UL peak is observed, even at elevated
temperatures when TE is occurring. This is consistent with the
holes that escape the QW via TE being pushed away from the
UL, towards the sample surface, by the strong electric fields
in the QW barriers [15].

However, as also shown in figure 3, quite different beha-
viour is observed for excitation above the barrier. Notably the
intensity of the QW emission reduces much more slowly than
when compared to the direct excitation experiment. Further-
more, the intensity appears to plateau for the 2 nm-capped
sample around 100 K, before dropping at higher temperatures.
This slowed decrease in the QW emission coincides with the
decrease in the UL emission, which occurs for temperatures
above 40 K as shown in figure 3. This behaviour is consistent
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Figure 3. The integrated intensity of emission peaks in PL spectra
at different temperatures, normalised to the intensity at 10 K for
each peak. Solid squares show results obtained with above barrier
excitation, and open squares are with direct excitation of the QWs.
Similar data for the other samples is given in the S.M.

with carrier transfer from the UL to the QW for temperatures
above 40 K.

The normalised integrated intensity is typically taken as an
estimate of the relative IQE of the emission, assuming that the
recombination is purely radiative at 10 K. This indicates that
the IQE of the QWs, when directly excited, drops to less than
1% at 100 K and is likely significantly smaller at room tem-
perature, but is beyond the sensitivity of the experiment. When
exciting above the barrier, however, the room temperature rel-
ative IQE is 12% and 9% for the 2 and 5 nm-capped QWs.

Low temperature PL time decays were measured for above
barrier excitation and the 1/e decay times are shown in figure 4.
The 1/e decay times for the ULs are similar for each sample
and vary between 0.3 and 1.0 ns across the emission peak.
These lifetimes are close to recombination times in GaN [19],
as expected due to the relatively small indium content of the
UL. The PL decays for QW emission on a reduced timescale
are also shown in figure 5. The 1/e decay times are between 2
and 12 ns and increase at reduced energies. The decay shapes
are also non-exponential. This behaviour is consistent with the
recombination of independent electrons and holes in polar c-
plane QWs [10]. The decay times flattens at low energies due
to the spectra overlap with the phonon-replica. In comparison,
the decay times for a non-polar QW are typically faster by
an order of magnitude and have a mono-exponential shape,
a consequence of excitonic recombination [7]. These results
thus strongly suggest that the electric field is not zero across
the QWs studied in this report. As discussed previously [15],
this is consistent with an electric field across the QWs that is
close to zero on average, but varies locally due to indium con-
tent fluctuations with a magnitude that is similar to the average
field across QWs without a UL.

As with the temperature dependent PL, the decay time
results for the 2 nm-cap sample are different from the oth-
ers. At high emission energies the decay times are the same
as the other samples, but they become longer than the other
samples at lower energy. This difference is also reflected in the

Figure 4. 10 K 1/e decay times taken from PL time decays of QWs
with different capping layer thicknesses and for above barrier
excitation. The 10 K PL spectrum for the 3 nm-capped sample is
provided for comparison. (a) Decay times across the QW emission.
(b) Decay times across the UL emission.

decay shapes when plotted on a reduced timescale, as shown in
figure 5. At high energies these decay shapes are the same, but
the 2 nm-capped sample has a different decay shape at lower
energies. On a reduced timescale, the decay shape has been
shown to be independent of energy, provided that the localisa-
tion landscape is the same [10]. Therefore, these results further
support the idea that the localisation differs in the 2 nm-capped
QW. This is also consistent with previous studies, which show
a change in FWHM of the low temperature emission for this
sample [15]. The change in localisation is attributed to a field
direction across the QW for the 2 nm-capped sample that has
been reversed by the UL. In particular, this reversal affects the
localisation of the electrons since the field now tends to push
them towards the lower QW interface (i.e. closest to the UL),
rather than towards the upper interface as is the case for the
other samples. (The nextnano3 simulations indicated that the
field across the QW is weakly reversed for the 3 nm-capped
sample, but the similarity of its behaviour to that of the 4 nm-
and 5 nm-capped samples suggests that it actually remains
unreversed.) The upper interface is significantly rougher than
the lower [20], and the associated regions of well widening
on the upper interface provide a greater density of localisation
centres for electrons [21]. In contrast, holes are instead local-
ised at indium fluctuations [21] and so are not directly affected
by the reversal of the field direction.

The decay times, and also the decay shapes, are unaffected
when exciting above and below the barrier, indicating that the
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Figure 5. 10 K PL decays on a reduced timescale collected at
photon energies of (a) 2.79 eV and (b) 2.71 eV.

recombination mechanism is the same in both cases. The dif-
ferences in measured IQE is therefore attributed to a process
occurring before recombination. An indication of this pro-
cess can be seen in the low temperature PLE measurements
in figure 6. When the QW emission is being detected, a drop
in the intensity is observed if the excitation energy is reduced
below 3.3 eV, which is the bandgap of the UL, as illustrated
in figure 2. Note that the peak of the UL emission occurs at
3.19 eV, i.e. an energy less than the bandgap, because recom-
bination chiefly involves carriers occupying localised states,
which produces a redshift from the band edge [9]. An absorp-
tion edge from the GaN is also observed at 3.5 eV [22].

These spectra show that, at low temperature, carriers gen-
erated in the UL result in extra carriers in the QW. Two mech-
anisms for this are possible. Firstly, as the QW has a smal-
ler bandgap than the UL, it could be due to re-absorption of
the emission from the UL. This would require that carriers are
captured by the UL and the subsequent emission is directly
absorbed by the QW. Since the intensity of the light emitted
from the UL must be less than the excitation source, this pro-
cess will result in fewer carriers added to the QW in compar-
ison to the direct absorption of the excitation light in the QW.
The UL absorption edge will therefore be smaller than the dir-
ect QW absorption edge. However, this is not the case and the
observed UL absorption edge is up to three times larger than
the direct absorption into the QW. The second option is direct
carrier transfer from the UL to the QW. As shown in figure 1.
and in the S.M., the surface band bending results in strong elec-
tric fields in the top few nm of the UL. This field is sufficient

Figure 6. 10 K PLE spectra of the 2 and 5 nm-capped QWs
taken at the peak emission energy of the QW, a PL spectrum of the
2 nm-capped QW is provided for comparison.

Figure 7. 10 K PL time decays of the 2 nm-capped QW sample,
measured with above-barrier excitation. The decays at the peak
emission energy of the QW and UL are shown, along with the
detected signal from the laser. The solid lines are fits to the UL and
QW decays based on the rate equation analysis detailed in the S.M.

to remove holes from shallow carrier traps and acts in the right
direction to subsequently inject the holes into the QW. As this
region is significantly wider than the QW itself, it could feas-
ibly result in an UL absorption edge that is larger than the QW
absorption edge, as is observed in figure 6. The carrier transfer
from the GaN and UL into the QW is stronger for the 2 nm-
capped QW, as evidenced by the greater intensity of the PLE
edge corresponding to absorption by the UL for this sample,
which is attributed to the stronger electric fields in this sample.

Further evidence for this effect can be seen in the PL time
decays at short timescales. As shown in figure 7, when detect-
ing the laser excitation, it takes 300 ps for the count rate to
reach the peak value. This is the due to the response time of
the MCP detector. When detecting the UL emission, it takes
an additional 85 ps for the peak count rate to be achieved.
This difference in rise time is attributed to the time taken for
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photogenerated ‘hot’ carriers to cool to the ground state before
recombining [23]. After the maximum counts are reached, the
signal decays away. When detecting the QW emission the
rise time is extended by 375 ps when compared with the sys-
tem response. Moreover, after reaching the peak count rate,
the transient remains constant for an additional 600 ps before
decaying. This flat region of the QW decay corresponds to the
1/e decay time of the UL, and therefore occurs only when the
carrier density in the UL is depleting rapidly. This result is
similar for all of the samples (see S.M.) and is further evid-
ence of carrier transfer from the UL to the QW. The UL decay
is well described by a biexponential and incorporating this into
an analysis of the QW dynamics reproduces the initial rise and
plateau observed (see S.M.), as shown in figure 7.

As also shown in the S.M., the shape of UL decay depends
upon energy on a reduced timescale. As mentioned previously,
this suggests that the decay does not result from recombination
across a common localisation landscape. One interpretation of
this result is that there is an additional energy-dependent car-
rier loss mechanism, such as carrier transfer from the UL to the
QW, that will preferentially affect recombination in the parts
of the UL adjacent to the QW.

Overall, these measurements suggests that the UL acts like
a hole reservoir feeding the QWs, analogous to the electrolu-
minescence results reported previously for MQW structures
with an electron reservoir layer [16]. As the temperature is
increased, the carrier transfer rate from the UL to the QW
will increase due to the thermal escape of holes from shal-
low traps in the UL. This will lead to an increased density of
carriers in the QW, and cause the intensity of the QW emis-
sion to be higher than if the transfer was not occurring. This
can be seen qualitatively in figure 3: when the temperature is
sufficient to reduce the UL emission intensity, the QW emis-
sion intensity increases relative to the direct excitation result.
This does not represent an increase in the IQE, but rather an
increase in the carrier density (provided the carrier density is
low and any droop effect is negligible) in the QW due to an
increased carrier transfer from the UL. The hole transfer effect
is stronger for the 2 nm capped QW due to the stronger electric
fields in the UL [15], resulting in a greater enhancement of the
QW emission intensity. The intensity plateaus around 100 K;
here the carrier transfer is increasing rapidly with increasing
temperature, as evidenced by the rapid quenching of the UL
intensity. The enhanced transfer for the 2 nm-capped sample
is sufficient to compensate for the reduced radiative recombin-
ation rate, such that the normalised intensity of the emission is
similar to the other samples, which have a higher IQE.

4. Summary

The room temperature IQE of these QWs for direct excitation
was found to be small due to TE and was beyond the sensitiv-
ity limit of the measurement. However, when exciting above
the bandgap of the barriers the effective IQE increases to a
maximum of 12% due to carrier transfer from the UL into the
QW. These carriers are likely to be holes, removed from shal-
low carrier traps by strong electric fields in the top few nm

of the UL and subsequently injected into the QW. PLE and
time decay measurements show that this occurs even at low
temperatures, likely due to the surface fields which penetrate
down to the UL. At elevated temperatures the carrier trans-
fer rate increases due to thermal escape of holes from shal-
low traps in the UL. As the electric fields are stronger in the
2 nm-capped QW, this resulted in a faster rate of hole transfer,
which was able to compensate for the reduced room temper-
ature IQE, resulting in an emission intensity at room temper-
ature similar to the samples with a higher radiative recombin-
ation rate. The PL decay times were approximately 5 ns and
the decay shapes were non-exponential, for all samples includ-
ing those calculated to have near-zero average field across the
QW. This is different from non-polar QWs, which have decay
times an order of magnitude shorter and mono-exponential
decays, and is attributed to significant local fluctuations in the
electric field [15] even within samples with average electric
field near zero. These results indicate that the benefit of ULs
for LEDs, aside from any gettering effect [14], is that, rather
than reducing the radiative recombination lifetime signific-
antly by decreasing the field across the QW, they instead act as
a hole reservoir for the QWs, similar to the electron reservoirs
demonstrated previously [16].
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